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AGENDA FOR PEDALS MONTHLY MEETING:  
7.30 p.m. on 
Monday 21 January 2008
in the upper room of the Globe PH, 152 London Road, NG2 3BQ (between London Road and Meadows Way just north of north of Trent Bridge)

AGENDA  

1. Welcome, and apologies for absence

2. Discussion with Mike Madin, National Project Manager, Sustrans ‘BikeIt’ Project (and Gary Smerdon-White who has been much involved in discussions about developing a new approach to Schools cycle training by Nottingham schools)
 (7.30-8.30 p.m, approx.)
(10-minute break)

3. Minutes of Pedals meeting of 19 November and matters arising:
Membership records updating and arrangements for transfer of Membership Secretaryship
	Guided Ride leaders debrief and planning 2008 programme meeting on 5 Dec, County Hall, and firming up details of Pedals rides from April to August (22 Jan deadline!)
	Monitoring local planning applications to pick up possible implications for cyclists
	University Boulevard cycle path – continuing problems with Nottingham Univ. South entrance junction layout 
	Report on 11 December meeting of City Council Regeneration, Infrastructure and Sustainability Panel
Nottingham Station Redevelopment Plans – revised cycle parking proposals
NET Extension plans and Public Inquiry – report of my appearance on 15 Dec
	Report on Greater Nottingham Cycling Development Group meeting, 8 Jan
John Rhodes proposed Trent Lane foot/cycle bridge, and report of meeting on 10 Jan
Improving cycling to and from Ruddington Fields Business Park – message from Iris Foweather
Possible Nottingham Movers and Shakers’ Project
	New cycle lockers in new Trinity Square car park
	Proposed cycle lockers at NET Line One Terminus / Park and Ride site, Phoenix Park
	‘Get Cycling Nottingham’ Project (formerly ‘CHIPPs ‘ project): report of 27 Nov Stakeholder Meeting.
	Future meetings - visiting speaker slots



4. (other) cycle facility and traffic matters
5 Dec meeting to discuss City Centre pedestrian and cycle signing improvements
Raleigh Island / Crown Island
My letter of 22 Nov to NEP re clearing cycle paths
	Abbey Bridge (Lenton) cycling improvements
further cycling improvements in the Birdcage Walk etc. area – my message of 14 Jan to John Lee, City Council:
	Errors in new bus lane (extension) signs on Meadows Way, north of Rye Hill Street and The Globe PH
Need for cycle stands on Upper Parliament Street
	Cycle stands outside Broad Marsh Centre (BHS entrance) – message of 15 Jan from Dave Clark
	Hucknall Road / Bestwood Road proposed cycling improvements and site meeting on 17 Jan: comments from John Stuart Clark
	Sneinton Market and Eastside Gateway regeneration plans consultation - Pedals comments?
	Lenton Lane Travel Plans and cycling – message of 14 Jan from Ben King, Faber Maunsell Consultants
	Other City Council consultations: proposed Traffic Regulation Orders etc.: 
	Copy of Peter Osborn’s letter to Rushcliffe Reports
	Items for County Council’s planned next Highways South Cycle Working Group meeting, 6 Feb (9.30)
	interest by TASC in promoting safe cycling to and from Tollerton
	Comments on draft new South Nottinghamshire Cycle Map (by 31 Jan)

Ha
5. Finance

6. Autumn / Winter Newsletter and improving service for members

7. Forthcoming events / meetings
Meeting with East Midlands Trains re cycling issues, Derby, 21 Jan: attendance and issues to raise, and lessons from Northern Trains Cycling Strategy and Cyclists’ Consultation Group.
	Items to raise Notts CC Highways South Cycle Working Group meeting, 6 Feb (a.m) and departure of Ed Ducker, Walking and Cycling Officer
	East Midlands Cyclists’ Forum next meeting, Chesterfield: new date: Sat. 5 April 2008
	CCN/CTC Autumn Campaigners, Conference, Saturday 10 May, Cambridge

8. Miscellaneous items
Meeting of 16 Jan with Helen Clayton, The Big Wheel / Greater Nottingham Transport Partnership re cooperation with Pedals in 2008-9
	Experience Nottingham initiative to develop cycling packages for Nottingham hotels
	Help for campaigners from Sheila McKechnie Foundation (message from Andrew Martin)
	Message of 11 Jan from ‘John’ re old bikes and response from Karina Wells.

9. Any other business



BACKGROUND NOTES
* means feedback especially wanted please
** means help please!

1.  Welcome and apologies
Apologies for absence from
Mara Ozolins, John Wilson.


2. Discussion with Mike Madin, National Project Manager, Sustrans ‘BikeIt’ Project.
 (7.30-8.30 p.m)

Thanks to a lot of hard work behind the scenes by David Barthorpe and Gary Smerdon-White (who will also be coming along to take part in this discussion) there has been substantial recent progress on the matter of Nottingham City Council’s developing its work on promoting cycling at schools with Sean Shiels and Francis Ashton of their Road Safety Team drawing up proposals for a “Bikeability Plus” scheme which, they maintain, would draw on the best elements of Bikeability and BikeIt and extend them.

This is a very ambitious scheme, starting from Year 2, to provided cycle training and strengthened general road user training for all children in the City’s schools, and using specially provided bikes rather than the childrens’ own bikes, as well as relying on a team of accredited trainers, rather than volunteers. As the scheme develops it is also intended that it will start to draw in families and therefore directly link to the activities of Ridewise.

Details of the links to Ridewise and other elements such as funding (especially revenue funding) are still to be sorted out but there has already been a very encouraging response from schools, with 41 positive responses out of the 43 responses received from the 79 schools in the City, and 35 of the 41 keen to be pilot schools.

Having both Mike and Gary at our meeting will provide an excellent opportunity for us to discuss how the proposed scheme for Nottingham relates to the wider Sustrans/Cycling England BikeIt project, which Mike manages, and to learn more about the very encouraging experience of BikeIt nationwide (including, in this region, Derby, Leicester and now also in Lincoln)


3. Minutes of the Pedals Meeting Held 19th November 2007 at The Globe.

Present: Hugh McClintock, Peter Osborne, David Miller, Alison Russell, Jenny Kukan, Andrew Martin, Susan Young, Terry Scott, Andrew Househan, Arthur Williams, Dave Clarke, Roger Codling and Chris Gardner.

Apologies for absence: Karina Wells, Mara Ozolins, John Wilson, Andy Barnes, PC Darren Surgey and PC Tom Rawlings.

Speakers. Neither of the speakers booked for the November meeting were able to attend.


Pedals Website. There has been much positive feedback about the website. The website master is sorting out a way of tracking data on the number of visits to the website. Pedals receives payment electronically each time someone clicks on an advert on the Pedals website.

Pedals Stall. This will be revamped by the end of Feb 2008 in readiness for next season’s stalls.

Membership Secretary. Chris and Lynne Gardner are taking over this role from Dave Morris. Due to Dave spending some time in hospital, this has not gone smoothly, but it is hoped to resolve the situation soon.

Porte Cochere Cycle Stands. This was discussed at length in the context of the substantial redevelopment of the railway station. It is almost certain that the Porte Cochere stands will disappear (along with the taxi ranks) to provide space for shops. There is a proposal to place a group of stands on the pavement outside the station, but these will render cycles more liable to theft and vandalism. However there is some good news. A secure cycle parking compound will be provided on Station Street. There will also be stands provided in the multi-storey car park. A leaflet campaign on the loss of the Porte Cochere cycle stands was proposed, and permission for this is being sought.

Pedals Stall at Nottingham University Eco Event, November 21. Susan’s and Chris’s efforts have paid off as £350 has been obtained to provide 35 sets of lights that will be fitted free of charge. Susan has produced a number of posters, and this event provides an opportunity to raise the profile of Pedals, Ridewise and the CTC.  Dr. Bike will also be present.

Finance. Nothing to report except the advertising revenue from the website mentioned above.

CTC/ CCN Campaigners’ Conference. Hugh attended this on Nov 17th.  One interesting item to come out of this was about “Movers and Shakers” – decision makers and influencers such as councillors, journalists, legal professionals and faith leaders amongst others. For Pedals 30th anniversary, a ride could be organised for such people in association with Ridewise to give them a cyclist’s perspective on travel. The CTC is being substantially reorganised with  CTC officers being based locally in different parts of the country to promote cycling.

Cycle Festival First Saturday in June 2008. A festival in conjunction with Ridewise and the SUMAC centre has been proposed which would link into the health agenda, CTC and Sustrans. SUMAC will provide catering, and Dr. Bike will be present. 

Guided Rides. The following have agreed to lead rides in the Notts Guided Rides program:
April – Dave Clarke and Andrew Martin; May – Susan Young and Andrew Househan; June – Susan Young and Hugh McClintock; July – Terry Scott and Arthur Williams; August – David Miller. These rides will be advertised on the Pedals website.

Speakers for Future Pedals Meetings. The following are proposed: January – Mike Madin; February – Helen Ross; April – Ed Ducker; May – Nicola Jones; June – Lynne Hanna; July – John Rhodes.  John White and Colin Hazelden may also be invited to speak.

Mini Rides. It was decided to drop the Pedals mini rides that traditionally take place in the summer months in favour of allowing more time for discussing Pedals business and for visiting speakers (see above). From 2008, all Pedals meetings will begin at 7.30pm. To make up for the loss of the mini rides, a monthly “urban ride” starting in the city may be offered.

Belward Street. Clarification is required for cyclists wishing to turn into Goosegate against the No Entry sign. This is allowed. Jenny to look into this.


Update:

Membership Secretary Handover

I very much regret to report that, despite many efforts by Susan Young, Chris Gardner and myself, attempting contact by email, phone and personal contact, we have still not been able to n get any response from Dave Morris to assist in facilitating the membership Secretaryship handover. It is now well over 2 months since we heard anything from him at all, even in response to simple requests just to let us have any paper work (new membership forms, cheques for new membership and subs renewals etc.) and there seems to be no one who has had any recent contact with him. I keep trying to drop in and get news from his housemates but even this has got nowhere for many weeks now.

We have therefore had to start afresh in compiling a database of members using what patchy and rather dated records we have between the three of us and contacting members for whom we do have email or mail addresses.

Chris, Susan and I have now had a couple of special meetings to try to sort out this very unsatisfactory mess which means a very poor service for our members, both longstanding and new (who, it would seem, have heard nothing at all from us if they joined since last May). 

As of our most recent special meeting (9 Jan) we have managed to sort out details for 138 members, roughly half the total of 240 members we think we had as of May 2007 (the date of dispatch of the previous newsletter), when the records were last updated. This does of course not include any new members who have joined since then (of whom we think there must be at least 50, given the interest we had over the summer at various stalls, and allowing for some direct downloading of the membership form from our website. No cheques have been paid in, since May, for new or existing members, so we have no way of knowing, in the continuing absence of any communication, despite many appeals, from Dave. Standing order renewals have continued to come in, of course, but we cannot find out what has happened to any recent payments and the many cheques not paid in.

Records of about a year ago for SO payers (names and email addresses also in most cases), which Susan had, show 122 members paying by standing order and we used the email addresses we had for these (where confirmed) to get full details. We now have these for 28 SO payers.

I did have a list from Dave last May of the 70 people not paying by SO, whose subs renewals were then due and this did include mail addresses. All of these were, in late November (after we had given up waiting for the new labels) sent the autumn newsletter, along with 110 others (including 28 SO payers) for whom we have managed to find mail details, i.e. about 138 in total. However, this means that still about half of our members will not have had the autumn newsletter (unless they happened to look at our website and find it there) and many of those who normally get complementary copies have also not had theirs.

Action Points:
In the next newsletter, about to go to press, we shall appeal for help from those members we are in contact with in letting us know of others for whom we lack full contact details and we will also put this appeal on our website.

	Susan is going to approach our bank to see if it is possible, for a charge, to ask them to send out to members paying by SO, a letter from us explaining the position and asking for them to let us have full current contact details and this is probably now the only hope we have of reaching most of the other half of our membership.


	That would then leave the still big problem of how to contact those who have joined recently, for whom we have no details.


	Even at this stage it would still be helpful if we could get Dave to pass on to us, or let us pick up somewhere, a bag of papers including cheques and recent subs renewal and new member forms. Request to him so far to do even this minimum have yielded absolutely no response. I think he may be working away a lot now) so I am not hopeful of this getting anywhere. However, I shall try again to call in on him in person, our only hope (at least I might manage to get some news via his housemates, although so far that too has not proved very productive, based on the last 5-6 times I have called in).


	There is also the important matter of just how, without any response from Dave, we go about getting our hands on the missing membership payments (mostly, we expect, in the form of cheques rather than cash) and Susan, Chris and I have agreed that we need to take soundings about taking legal action, if necessary, if only to save us from allegations from members that we have been negligent in not trying to recover money owed to us.


Apart from posing a great threat to our wider reputation this very sad and frustrating continuing impasse means that we still have not been able to make any progress in implementing our decision at the AGM last March to transfer our bank account to the Coop Bank. To do this we need to be able to write and get the individual agreement of each member which means that we cannot really proceed as along as our records are so messy and incomplete!

I apologise very much for this great mess and can quite understand that, to any outsider, it must seem simply ludicrous and simply incredible that we should apparently have had so many problems recently in communicating with one of our number in such a key role! Obviously, it would seem I cannot have put nearly enough effort into trying to resolve this and re-establishing contact! We have learnt various important lessons including the need for several of us to have ready access to regularly updated records, with full contact details.

Lawrence Geary (with whom I have also discussed this problem recently) suggests that we should also consider

Lawrence Geary (with whom I have also discussed this problem recently) suggests that we should also consider writing a letter of apology to the members and ask them to revise their payment. If they will not and never had, or received late, their autumn newsletters perhaps we should forget it, he says.

Comments please on how best now to proceed!**


Rural Rides 2008 - Pedals rides – copy of my message of 20 November 2007 to Peter Jarman, Notts CC:-
Peter
Just to let you know, in advance of the Rural Rides debrief meeting on 5 December, that at last night's Pedals meeting we agreed on a new approach to Pedals-led rides in 2008.
 
We have decided to drop the idea of having mini-rides before each of our business meetings between April and July and in future to separate Pedals rides completely from the business meetings for which we have decided that we need more time in these months (especially for visiting speakers / special topic discussions) and which in future should always start at the same time, all year round, to avoid confusion, i.e. 7.30 p.m. (We also now will have a business meeting in August, on the third Monday, for those who are around, again for the sake of consistency).
 
We also now propose, if it is all right with you, to have a series of Pedals-themed rides on the second Wednesday of each month, from April to August. We have agreed who will lead these and these people will ensure that they get details to you of each ride, before your deadline of 20th January (the day before our next monthly business meeting), in the format you ask for, including day and start time, ride title, brief route description, meeting place (and grid reference), duration of ride (including stops), distance and leaders, together with leaders' contact details (name, address, postcode, phone and email details).
 
Those who have agreed to lead for each month (some second leaders still to be fixed) are:-
- April: Dave Clark
- May: Susan Young
- June Susan Young and myself (the annual Trent Bridge to Radcliffe ride)
- July: Terry Scott and Arthur Williams
- August: David Miller

We will also highlight these rides on the Pedals website.

Looking forward to the Debrief meeting at County Hall on 5th December.
Thanks, Hugh”
 
PS. Please make sure you get the Pedals contact details right in the 2008 brochure - phone (0115) 981 6206!

Reply of 21 November from Pete Jarman:
“Hugh,
Thanks for that, I can see no problems with that approach.
 
The only person who regularly does rides on a Wednesday is John Park who as a Pedals member will understand if we ask him to move some of his around.
 
There is a little flexibility in the copy deadline, if you want to have your meeting. I frequently get rides two even three weeks after the copy deadline.  I will be on leave for the week commencing the 14th Jan. so if rides come in during the next week they will fit in quite easily with my limited skills, when typing up the programme.   
Regards, Peter Jarman
Senior Recreational Routes Officer
Communities Department
Nottinghamshire County Council
Tel. 01623 825491”

PS 22 Jan, the day after our meeting, is the deadline for all details of proposed rides to be finalised and submitted to Pete Jarman – email: peter.jarman@nottscc.gov.uk I will also bring spare printed copies to the meeting.

…more comments from Pete Jarman (9 Jan)
“Hugh
As previously stated I'm OK with the final details for Rural Rides to come in after the Pedals meeting on the 21st. 
 
However can you prompt folks that there is not an unlimited time slip.  My absolute deadline will have to be the week ending Fri. 1st Feb. As the first ride currently in the programme is the 1st April, I have a very short lead in to get R Rides out on the streets by Mid March
 
I have attached an electronic version of the Proforma if that is easier for some folk.
 
I will be sending out a reminder to all existing leaders and I will include extra paper copies in your envelope.
Many thanks
Peter Jarman
Senior Recreational Routes Officer
Communities Department
Nottinghamshire County Council
Tel. 01623 825491


…response from John Bannister, 13 Jan:
“Thanks Hugh and Pete,
 
I would be happy to lead a medium weekend ride into the Vale of Belvoir between May and Sept, from South of the River, or be a reserve leader.  Please let me know, 
John.”


Monitoring local planning website to help Pedals monitoring of cycling issues from new planning applications:
At the last meeting Andrew Martin suggested that we take it turns each month to monitor these and this was agreed. However, as often happens at our meetings, I think on reflection that we did not perhaps discuss this enough and just how it is going to work, bearing in mind that to do the job properly will need monitoring of 4 sites, for the City, Broxtowe, Gedling and Rushcliffe. Are we sure that we have enough volunteers to do this, for all 4, for all 12 months?:-

They are:- 
Nottingham City Council - http://www.plan4nottingham.com/
Broxtowe Borough Council – www. broxtowe.gov.uk
Gedling Borough Council – www.gedling.gov.uk
Rushcliffe Borough Council – www.rushcliffe.gov.uk

Comments, and volunteers, please!**


University Boulevard cycle path – continuing problems with Nottingham Univ. South entrance junction layout 
Still no changes on this as far as I am aware!


Report on 11 December meeting of City Council Regeneration, Infrastructure and Sustainability Panel
I had a chance to expand on Pedals’ views on cycle parking in the Station redevelopment plans, the subject of one of the main agenda items at this meeting, postponed from the previous meeting in November where I was invited by Cllr. Emma Dewinson to present reports on our views on a) progress with the Cycling Action Plan and b) the NET extension.


Nottingham Station Redevelopment Plans – revised cycle parking proposals



NET Extension plans and Public Inquiry – report of my appearance on 15 Dec
I had a total of about an hour and a half for my presentation and cross-examining of the NET Project Team, which I think was enough to do reasonable justice to the many important issues for cyclists on both extension routes.


Report on Greater Nottingham Cycling Development Group meeting, 8 Jan
Much of this was taken up with the presentation from Sean Shiels and Francis Ashton the plans for revamping cycle training in the City’s schools, mentioned above and there was also a brief presentation from John Rhodes about his bridge ideas and his proposed cycle pool in his new Riverside Crescent development.

Chris Carter mentioned that the City Council are working on an Expression of Interest for Nottingham to be involved in the probable further round of Cycling Demonstration Towns (plus one Cycling City) to be promoted by Cycling England.

Chris also reported on the recent improvements to the City Council’s online reporting system for highway defects, including giving each person who reports a defect an acknowledgement and a case number for use in chasing future progress.

There was no time to discuss a couple of the agenda items, e.g. Improved enforcement action on cycle facilities, and the proposed Movers and Shakers Project (perhaps to be considered for Pedals 30th birthday celebrations next year) and these were deferred to the next meeting, on 13 March. Gary S-W also mentioned that there has still been no progress with the feasibility study for the proposed local bike recycling facility.


John Rhodes’s proposed foot/cycle bridge across the Trent near Trent Lane/Riverside Crescent development and possible link to Sustrans Route 15 plans: Response of 21 November from Patrick Davis, Sustrans East Midlands
“Patrick
Thanks for your response on this which we will need to consider very carefully both at a Pedals meeting and also perhaps at the next meeting (on 8th January) of the Greater Nottingham Cycling Development Group which Gary Smerdon-White chairs.
Hugh”

..further comments (14 Dec) from John Rhodes and Rushcliffe Councillor Alistair McInness:
“John
Thanks for this. Yes, I agree that the situation has changed in several ways since such a bridge and, with careful preparation (such as you evidently have started to do) it should be that much easier to marshal support this time round.
 
Let me know if there any fresh developments before the CDG meeting on 8 January that I mentioned in my earlier email.
Hugh
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: John Rhodes 
To: Hugh McClintock (Dell) ; alistair macinnes 
Cc: Gary Smerdon-White ; Sue Blount ; John Bannister ; Chris Carter ; Patrick Davis ; Nicola Jones ; Paul Hillier ; Ed Ducker ; Peter Jarman ; Marc Cole ; Hilary Silvester 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 5:30 PM
Subject: Re: your proposed Trent Lane foot and cycle bridge and riverside path developments etc.

Hugh,
The original proposal for the footbridge was close to the National Water Sports Centre. This was opposed by the sailing club and the proposal was dropped. The notion of constructing the footbridge at the end of Trent Lane does not disadvantage the sailing club, as they typically sail as far as the Sea Cadet's unit and then turn around. 
 
The height of the proposed footbridge would be dictated by the height of Lady Bay Bridge. Disabled access, whilst still maintaining clear-span height over the river, could be achieved by curved ramps similar to the footbridge designed by Calitrava next to the Lowry Hotel in Manchester. This is all the more reason why the Public Plaza at the end of Trent Lane, as proposed in the original EDAW Waterside Master Plan, should be a criterion of the design competition proposed by Nottingham Regeneration for the first part of the ISIS scheme around the Basin Site at the end of Trent Lane.
 
With regard to the residents of Lady Bay, I was recently asked by Councillor Sue Blount to give a presentation about the emerging Riverside Regeneration at the Lady Bay Community Association's AGM. During this meeting, which was also attended by the local police, I asked the assembled resident's committee about their opinion of a footbridge link. Whilst there was some dissent, the majority were in favour and could see the advantages of being connected to the proposed amenities of the emerging riverside regeneration. There are also several keen cyclists in Lady Bay who would welcome a flat, safe route into the city. The resistance to bridges in Lady Bay was in connection with the 4th Road Bridge which would have destroyed the unique environment in the area and caused serious traffic congestion on Daleside Road. It would have also compromised the Waterside Regeneration area on the north bank due to traffic impact. After long consultation, the threat of the proposed road bridge has been lifted and re-located alongside the old railway viaduct near Victoria Park, which would eventually link with the proposed Gedling relief Road and the A46. A much better solution.
 
I will keep you informed of progress.
Regards, John Rhodes”
 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Hugh McClintock (Dell) 
To: alistair macinnes 
Cc: Gary Smerdon-White ; John Rhodes ; Sue Blount ; John Bannister ; Chris Carter ; Patrick Davis ; Nicola Jones ; Paul Hillier ; Ed Ducker ; Peter Jarman 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 1:29 PM
Subject: Re: your proposed Trent Lane foot and cycle bridge and riverside path developments etc.

Alistair
Thanks for your comments. 
 
Yes, I will remember the original ped/cycle bridge proposal nearly 20 years ago in this area, or rather between the NWSC and Colwick Park. John's suggested location is someway west of that but I agree that it would need careful discussion with Ladybay residents.
Hugh

----- Original Message ----- 
From: alistair macinnes 
To: hugh.mcClintock@ntlworld.com 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 12:52 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Re: your proposed Trent Lane foot and cycle bridge and riverside path developments etc.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Cllr AMacInnes <Cllr.AMacInnes@rushcliffe.gov.uk> 
Date: 13 Dec 2007 12:49
Subject: Fwd: Re: Re: your proposed Trent Lane foot and cycle bridge and riverside path developments etc.
To: alistair.macinnes@googlemail.com 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "alistair macinnes" <alistair.macinnes@googlemail.com>
To:  Cllr.AMacInnes@rushcliffe.gov.uk
Date: Thu, 13 Dec 2007 12:49:12 +0000
Subject: Re: Re: your proposed Trent Lane foot and cycle bridge and riverside path developments etc.
Dear Hugh,
Received with interest. I think the original plan had more than one bridge. The City were also interested in linking the water sports centre with the park on the opposite side of river .The stumbling block was the sailing club and the height required to sail underneath. The overall plan relied mainly on the sale of flats which is flat. I was involved in early stages which was some years ago. Little seems to have moved other than around yacht club. There was some resistance to bridges in Lady Bay at the time. 
Alistair.


proposed Trent Lane foot and cycle bridge and riverside path developments etc.- message of 13 Dec. from John Rhodes, Development Director, Trent Park developments, and my response:
“John
Thank for this. I was interested to hear about your meeting with Marc Cole and Mitch Stevenson and their acceptance of the idea of a public plaza at the end of Trent Lane which would leave the door open for a foot- and cycle bridge over the Trent.
 
Although I am sure that Sustrans would be willing in principle to support the idea of this bridge, as enhancing access to their NCN Route 15 proposals on the south bank, I guess that for the foreseeable future they are going to be fully preoccupied with implementing the various 79 Connect2 Projects up and down the country, with, very unfortunately none now going ahead anywhere round here closer than Leicester (Watermead Country Park). (Patrick Davis and/or Nicola Jones from Sustrans East Midlands may wish to comment).
 
However, to help generate wider interest and support, I suggest that, as well as raising this at the next Pedals meeting (on 17 January) I raise it at the next meeting (on 8 January) of the Greater Nottingham Cycling Development Group. This Group, chaired by Gary Smerdon-White of GNTP and Ridewise, was set up this summer to help bring in outside ideas to give a new and more strategic approach to promoting cycling in Nottingham. I could also raise it at the next meeting of the County Council's Highways South Cycle Working Group on 6 February.
 
I am copying this response to various interested parties including John Lee from the City Council Rights of Way section with whom I had a meeting a few months ago about improvements to the Sneinton Greenway.
best wishes, Hugh”
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: John Rhodes 
To: Hugh McClintock (Dell) 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 11:56 AM
Subject: Re: Connect2 - the fantastic result!!
Hugh, 
I think it was my last telephone vote which did the trick!
 
I have just got back from a meeting with Marc Cole, CEO of Nottingham Regeneration Ltd and Mitch Stevenson, Chair of Nottingham Waterside Ltd. I managed to persuade them of the importance of including the public plaza at the end Trent Lane, which would leave the door open for a footbridge connection over the river, as per the original EDAW Spatial Master Plan approved by the City Council.
 
We discussed the notion of focusing Section 106 payments, together with support from Sustrans, Pedals and other local lobby groups to make the footbridge a reality.
 
Taking into account the need for more activity at the National Water Sports Centre and the cycling lobby south of the river, together with the fact that by making use of the Greenway along the disused railway line parallel to Daleside Road, which linked to the canal tow path gives a safe mainly off-road cycle path to Castle Wharf from the emerging Riverside Regeneration Area, do you think we could approach Sustrans for early support?
Regards, John Rhodes”

PS: report on 10 Jan. meeting re this bridge proposal etc:  On 10 Jan I met John Rhodes to discuss this further, and John Lee and Neil Harby from the City Council also came along, which was useful.

The City Council are still actively trying to get funding for putting a cantilevered cycle and footway on the side of Ladybay Bridge and therefore would probably not want to support John’s idea financially. However, they, along with Nottingham Regeneration Limited, might well support it in other ways including helping John to persuade the neighbouring developer, Isis Development (the redevelopers of the old British Waterway basin site) to show more interest in contributing. 

It would need them to modify their plans a bit to allow land for a plaza, which would be the basis of the north end of the proposed foot-cycle bridge towards Ladybay. John has already spoken to the Ladybay Community Association about his plans (in a talk on his Riverside Crescent development) and got quite a bit of support for the idea, he says. 

The new stretch of riverside path by his new development, between Colwick Park (Racecourse Road) and Trent Lane should be ready in April by the way.

PPS. John Rhodes has in mind a bridge similar in design to that built in Manchester over the River Irwell designed by the well-known international architect: Calatrava – 
see http://www.e-architect.co.uk/manchester/calatrava_bridge.htm


Ideas for improving Ruddington Business Park cycling facilities: comments of 12 December from Iris Foweather:
“Hugh,
In the latest Pedals it mentions improving cycling facilities to Ruddington Business Park. I cycle there every day from Wollaton and have a few opinions on the subject!
 
I work at Experian which is as far into the business park as you can get and parked cars cause a lot of problems, the curved design of the roads means drivers cannot see where round the corners and the parked cars very well and its very busy at certain times. The pavement areas are not well lit, hidden in the bushes and not suitable for being made shared. If the bushes were taken up and the pavements lit and widened it cold separate the cars and the cyclists.
 
The route out to Ruddington from the ring road is not bad and I go through the country park when it is light enough. When it is dark there is no off main road cycle route to the park. (Going through the country park in the pitch black is not an option I want to take).
 
The lack of a NCT bus onto the business park is outrageous given that there was one when less people worked there and the number of cars is such a problem partly because the businesses are not allowed enough car spaces for their staff.
 
The badly lit and sometimes overgrown footpaths are horrible; they make pedestrians feel very isolated especially after dark.
 
And another thing, the cycle route on the pavement down Ruddington Lane past the golf course would really benefit with some lighting, pedestrians dressed in black are a major hazard at night down there....
 
If you would like any further opinions on this subject I have an email list of the cyclists at Experian and could canvas opinions.
Regards, Iris Foweather”

…and comments on this from Chris Gardner (13 Dec.)
”Hugh, 
Iris makes a very important point in her mail which I certainly feel needs a higher focus in these days of increased use of shared paths and that is the one on dark clothed pedestrians. Ruddington Lane shared path is indeed poorly lit and I have had more than one close shave.
 
The big track canal side path to Beeston is also becoming notorious for not so bright pedestrians ('scuse pun) and I don't imagine it will be long before someone takes a dip.
 
Much focus is placed on the need for cyclists to be well lit but this message needs to be applied to pedestrians too. Just because a bike has lights it doesn’t mean that they are strong enough to pick out a pedestrian in time to avert an accident.
Chris”
 
PS. A special meeting to discuss the long consolidated Pedals wish list for Ruddington Fields Business Park is due to take place on 7 March, although I fear they may now be some doubt about this since the departure just before Christmas of Ed Ducker and the uncertainty about when a replacement for him as Cycling and Walking Officer at the County Council will be in place.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Patrick Davis 
To: Hugh McClintock (Dell) 
Cc: John Rhodes ; Nicola Jones ; John Lee ; steve brewer ; Tricia Allen 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2007 3:11 PM
Subject: Sustainability for All ~ Cycling Network Development Planning

Hugh
Many thanks. You already know of our aspirations for NCN15 from Grantham just as we share your enthusiasm for a north-bank Trent route out to East Bridgford. But these ambitious ideas will do little to propagate day-in-day-out sustainable travel opportunities for most Nottingham people. Likewise, the co-ordination you call for below, around just one group of big schemes, would still risk accusations of piecemealery unless set in a wider context.
 
What wider context?
 
All larger towns and cities need GIS-based cycling network development plans (CNDPs) to inform LTPs, Local Development Frameworks, Rights of Way Improvement Plans, regeneration programmes, sustainable living strategies et al. Likewise, the better the local cycling network, the more appealing will be the "offer" open to clients of workplace, school and personalised travel planners.
 
As 6Cs Growth Area arrangements start to fall into place, having a strategic network vision to guide Section 106 contributions and special project bids becomes even more significant for any authority serious about sustainability-for-all. Who needs Connect2 when GAF comes to town?
 
May I ask how well developed is Nottingham's cycling network thinking? Do planners and developers there routinely refer to a GIS-based document showing key new paths, bridges, 20mph zones etc needed to augment current facilities? If not, does Pedals have or would it be willing to commit to assembly of a comprehensive map-based wish-list of this kind to help take the process forward? In the specific context of John's ideas for a new Trent bridge, how could this be built into an orbital or part orbital route that would help convert existing radials into a true network?
 
In the East Midlands, Sustrans sees promotion of the CNDP process as a natural next step in the development of the National Cycle Network. For "National", I now prefer to think in terms of "All the Nation's Cycle network". Derby is well on the way to completing it's first orbital (Route 66). Leicester and Leicestershire are starting to think in terms of area-wide cycle planning. As momentum gathers, we hope that this kind of practice will be standardised throughout the 6Cs zone and out across the region.  We are very keen to help wherever capacity allows but the real initiative always has to be taken locally to succeed.      
With all best wishes.
Patrick Davis, Sustrans East Midlands, tel 0116 270 2905
 

Movers and Shakers project (Wandsworth) – possible application to Nottingham: message of 23 November from John Rhodes (Pedals member and) Trent Park Developments Development Director:
"John
Thanks for this message. Yes, that sounds a very good idea which I will discuss with various City Council and Big Wheel people.
best wishes, Hugh”
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: John Rhodes 
To: Hugh McClintock (Dell) 
Sent: Friday, November 23, 2007 2:42 PM
Subject: Re: learning from the 'Movers and Shakers' action research project on cycling - possible application in Nottingham

Hugh, 
Thanks for the various correspondence of the last few days.
 
With regards to promoting cycling, a "good news" story could be when we start to market River Crescent in the early part of next year and promote the fact that we will be encouraging "born again"  cyclists by providing a pool of free bicycles for resident's use.
 
We will be delivering a substantial amount of cycle tracks. It is possible to access the city mainly off-road via the Greenway behind Daleside Road connecting to the canal towpath along a safe flat route. Also, we are next to Colwick Country, which is where I taught my children to cycle in safety.
 
We would be happy to host a cycling promotion event at River Crescent next Spring. Please let me know what you think about this idea.
Regards, John Rhodes”

The idea of a possible Nottingham Movers and Shakers’ Project was raised, briefly, at the Greater Nottingham Cycling Development Group meeting on 8 Jan and Gary Smerdon-White made clear that he thinks it has considerable potential, linked to his idea of making more use of prominent local people who are regular cyclists. However, shortage of time meant that we had to postpone further discussion to our next meeting, on 13 March.


Cycle lockers replacement in new Trinity Square car park – message of 26 Nov from Parking Services (City Council) forwarded by Andrew Martin:
“Andrew
------- Forwarded message follows -------
From:           "Robbie Woods" <robbie.woods@nottinghamcity.gov.uk>
To:             <andrew@veggies.org.uk>
Subject:        RE: Proposed Cycle Parking at Trinity Square [Scanned]
Date sent:      Mon, 26 Nov 2007 16:51:20 -0000

Hi Andrew,
The current standing is that new Cycle lockers have been ordered for the car park (in fact they were ordered some months ago) but have not yet arrived. The latest advice is that they should be with us in a couple of weeks.

Clearly we do not wish to bring back the old lockers that have been resited at Fletchergate & Broadmarsh car park as the intention is to increase the amount of secure cycle parking we offer at our sites.

As soon as we have an update when the lockers are installed I will email you directly.
Robbie Woods,
Traffic & Parking Services”

…PS (15 Jan):
From: Robbie Woods 
To: 'Hugh McClintock (Dell)' 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2008 10:50 AM
Subject: RE: Trinity Square new cycle lockers [Scanned]
“Good Morning Hugh,
The cycle lockers are being installed at this very moment in time and should be available for use from tomorrow if there are no installation hitches.
Robbie.”

PPS. Feedback on these new lockers, including signing etc. would be welcome please!

..further message of 15 Jan from Robbie Wood, City Council Parking Services
“Hugh,
I can confirm they are now fitted, we even have one occupied already, they are very smart. We have them located as a group of 6 directly outside the office and a group of 4 opposite at the top of the ramp.
Best regards, Robbie.”
…my response: 
Robbie
Thanks for this confirmation which in fact I saw with my own eyes when I called in about half an hour ago!
 
What plans do you have now for publicising the lockers please, both just outside the car park and more widely, via signs (perhaps with the Continental type 'hatted' cycle box signs used for the other cycle lockers in multi-storey car parks, e.g. Broad Marsh) and via leaflets and the web etc.? I will of course also give them a plug in the next Pedals newsletter.
Hugh


NET Line One cycle lockers – my response of 29th November to email of 27th from Andy Holdstock, NET Project Team:
“Andy
Thanks for this message. I am glad to know that the installation of lockers at the Phoenix Park NET Line One Park and Ride site has been included as a potential LTP project next year.
 
Here are some interim answers to your various questions in it, while I consult more widely about your question on location.
 
My gut feeling is that it is at the Phoenix Park tram stop, being the terminal of that spur of Line One, and also being the centre of the Park and Ride site, where the real demand is, provided that there is good cycle access. This certainly needs to be improved, making use of the recently improved links in from the Watnall etc. area via the County Council's multi-use path on the former railway under the M1 between Watnall and Hempshill Vale / Low Wood Road but including extended cycling provision all the way between the east end of the new path and the entrance to the park and ride site.
 
I doubt if security of provision at the Cinderhill tram stop would be significantly better.
 
I agree that a suitable operation and maintenance regime needs to be put in place to support the capital investment before the project can be definitely committed to the programme but cannot think of any funding for this which could be obtained through Pedals.
 
As regard the type of lockers to be installed, the best source of advice would be Dave Holladay, CTC Public Transport Campaigner, to whom I am copying this response. I am sure that he will also have helpful comments on other aspects including management and maintenance.
 
I will get back to you again when I have any further information / comments, including any other comments from other Pedals members on alternative locations.
Hugh
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Andy Holdstock 
To: 'Hugh McClintock (Dell)' 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2007 10:56 AM
Subject: NET Line One: Cycle Lockers

Hugh
With regard to your request for cycle lockers to be installed at Phoenix Park and Ride Site, I would like to provide a brief update.
 
The installation of lockers has been included as a potential LTP project for next year but, as reported previously, it is essential that a suitable operation and maintenance regime can be put in place to support the capital investment before the project can be committed to the programme.  Whilst it is possible that the tram operator may be able to undertake the maintenance, they would require payment for this and, at present, we have been unable to find a funding source.  Are you aware of any sources of funding that could be obtained through Pedals?
 
I would also be grateful for any views that you have on the type of lockers to be used.  You will appreciate that management of lockers at a remote location which is not staffed could be potentially difficult; we would not want to charge cyclists for using the facility as car parking is free and the issuing of tokens or keys would require administration that we could not commit to.  I would suggest that the system of the cyclist providing their own padlock, as is successfully used at Hucknall, is probably the most appropriate – I accept that this could lead to lockers being “reserved” by a user but this is only likely to happen if there is heavy usage.  We could threaten to remove padlocks that are left on lockers which are not occupied by a bike.
 
Further to this, I understand that in discussions that you had early in the development of NET Line One, it was suggested that Phoenix Park may not be the most suitable location for lockers due to difficulties of access for cyclists from the A610 and that Cinderhill Tramstop may be a more appropriate location as it lies on a cycle route.  Phoenix may however be considered more attractive from a security point of view as it is more open, has greater footfall and more CCTV coverage.  Another alternative would be to locate the lockers at Wilkinson Street.  I would be grateful if you could let me know your views on this.
 
Any assistance that you can provide on the above would be appreciated.  I am happy to meet up to discuss this if you think it would be of benefit.
Regards, Andy Holdstock
NET Project Office”
 
Comments from Dave Holladay, CTC (29th Nov):
“Possibly a simpler and lower cost per space option is a secure compound with 'electronic key' access in its widest sense.
 
Some questions though based on the potential developments with St Pancras secure parking within the NCP secure car park (with under-utilised staff complement).  
 
Who is managing the P&R parking? 
Will there be automated/bulk purchase/season ticket option for car users which could be adapted for cycle users?
Can a secure see-in shelter with genuinely secure door system be installed? (a small number of open racks should also be available)
 
An alternative is to look at adapting the OYBike or SMS (Onroll by DomoBlue and Call-a-Bike?) unlocking systems for bike hire which use mobile phone technology to identify users and authorise access for parking.
Dave Holladay
Glasgow, m: 07 710 535 404”


Stakeholder event (‘Get Cycling Nottingham – formerly known as the CHIPPs cycling and health project), 27 November: follow-up and Pedals support:

Comments of 27 November from Gary Smerdon-White:
“Some feedback from Gary which, along with comments from others who were there on Tuesday (Karina Wells, Dave Clark and Susan Young) we can use as the basis for our discussion on this item at the next Pedals business meeting, on Monday 21 January, on how Pedals can best support this very important new pilot project agreed by Helen Ross of Nottingham PCT with Cycling England, and with close involvement of Ridewise in the delivery.
Hugh
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: gary 
To: hugh.mcclintock@ntlworld.com ; 'Karina Wells' 
Cc: 'David Clark' ; 'Susan Young' ; helen.ross@nottinghamcity-pct.nhs.uk ; info@ridewise.org.uk ; 'Ian Cohen' 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2007 10:24 AM
Subject: RE: Cycling for Health Stakeholder event on Tuesday
Hi All
I think we need to look at the roles of Pedals and RideWise (Hugh and I had some agreement on this about a year ago). I think we agreed
	Pedals is predominantly a membership driven organisation providing information and other services and lobbying platforms to cyclists in Greater Nottignham.

RideWise is a community enterprise providing cycling services which are driven by and help facilitate the delivery of the Local Transport Plan from a cycling perspective. There is also a role to scrutinise the plan and encourage further progress (obviously a point where RideWise and Pedals agendas come together on occasions).

So where do Pedals fit into the equation? Assuming Pedals members have no objections to people with health issues being referred to have cycle training I’d hope you would be
	Aware of, supportive and advocates of the scheme

If you know of people or groups with weight, lung and heart ailments that need more exercise I’d hope you’d refer them to the project manager of ‘get cycling Nottignham’ in order to ensure they get health advice before starting on a cycling solution.
As some Pedals members are RideWise instructors or group ride leaders we’d hope they would help deliver the end services
More pedals members becoming instructors or group ride leaders would help as well
If Pedals, Helen etc see other things that would be great.

I recognise this is a mainly supporting role but that would be important to the success

Hugh’s actions re the newsletter and invite to the meeting seem a good start to spreading awareness and getting further support.
Gary”


Comments of 28 November from Dave Clark:
“Dave
Thanks for your comments and suggestions which I will put on the agenda for the next Pedals meeting, on 21 January, when we discuss our response to the CHIPPs project and how we can best support it.
 
The kind of rides you have in mind could perhaps best be done in close cooperation with Ridewise and of course details of any rides to be included in the Rural Rides programme for 2008 need to be finalised by the time of our meeting.
Hugh
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: david clark 
To: hugh.mcclintock@ntlworld.com 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2007 9:15 AM
Subject: re stake holder event

I too had the thought how we can fit in, we can promote it on the web site and also we could set up a local buddy scheme so that we can take people on a one to one ride to help improve their confidence. perhaps we could run a regular Sunday or mid day short cycle rides on the pedals web separate to the rural  rides
Dave Clark


Future meetings - visiting speaker slots
I have not made any more progress with this, partly because I learned soon after our last meeting of the imminent departure of two of our intended speakers, Ed Ducker and Lynn Hanna (The Big Wheel). I will get this sorted soon, with an invitation to Colin Hazeldene of BBC East Midlands Today, to come along in April (or May).

Another person I would like to invite (if people agree) is John Lee, Senior Rights of Way Officer for the City Council, who has been very supportive recently.*


4. Cycle facility and traffic management matters:

City centre pedestrian and cycle signing: copy of my message of 5 December to Jenny Kukan, City Council:
“Jenny
I attended this meeting this afternoon and took the opportunity to discuss cyclists' needs to have some clear signing of the main cross city centre routes, as well as for major cycle facilities like bike lockers in multi-storey car parks and the (future) secure bike compound at the Station, and cycle hire (at Bunney’s Bikes) to be included on general visitor maps and signage systems. 
 
Peter McGail from Streetscape Systems of Edinburgh was talking at the meeting about his experience of signing and mapping work his firm had done in other city centres and the need for consistency between maps and any signing (whether finger posts or larger mapping type signs) and I said that this was also important for cycle maps and cycle signage. I mentioned your work on the new City cycle maps and suggested he should contact you as soon as possible to discuss this.
Hugh”


Raleigh Island; message of 23 November from Jenny Kukan and my response:
“Jenny
Thanks for reminding me about this link which I was aware of, although have not often used personally. Am I right in thinking that that the gate on the path on the west side of the Jubilee Campus is closed at night? If so, you had better not show it on the new cycle maps? If it is open all the time do include it on the map and it would also be useful to have it signed as a through route if the University agrees.
 
If in the longer term, as part of the Ring Road major, the Ring Road cycle paths are upgraded it may no longer be necessary to take this detour, of course! Do you know where plans have now got to with that?
Hugh
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Jenny Kukan 
To: 'Hugh McClintock (Dell)' 
Sent: Thursday, November 22, 2007 12:51 PM
Subject: Raleigh Island

Hugh,
I just thought I would let you know of a route I’ve only just discovered to avoid Raleigh Island on my bike when coming from Ilkeston Road/Wollaton Road. If you turn left into the main vehicle Jubilee Campus University entrance before the main island you can then turn right at the mini roundabout, through the car park and on to the cycle path which then brings you out near to the Toucan Crossing leading to Harrow Road.
 
It’s a way through I never knew existed before and as far as I’m aware there are no restrictions preventing cyclists or pedestrians from doing this. I’ve taken this route for the past couple of weeks and it’s made a huge difference to the safety and enjoyment of my cycle ride home. 
Jenny Kukan
Technical Officer
Traffic Management
0115 9156454
 

Letter to NEP re clearing cycle paths (22 Nov)
“Pedals very much agrees with the comments from Anne Beeson (NEP, 21 November) on the importance of keeping cycle paths clear, especially when they become unusable because of overhanging vegetation.
 
There are other problems affecting the usability and safety of cycle paths which also often lack prompt attention, and these include poor surfaces and missing or vandalised signs, and lights not working. Potholes on roads are also often a source of danger as well as discomfort to cyclists. Such detailed defects may not be that apparent to other road users but matter a lot for the safety and comfort of cyclists.
 
Both the City and County Council have special websites for reporting such highways defects but our experience in using them does not give confidence that effective action will follow. In some cases nothing has been done not just months but even several years after complaints were first made and it seems as though they just vanish into electronic thin air!
 
We have often suggested that performance in dealing with these defects reports needs to be greatly improved, with a prompt acknowledgement when they are first submitted, together with some indication of when action is likely.
Yours faithfully
Hugh McClintock
Chairman, Pedals (Nottingham Cycling Campaign)


Abbey Bridge Scheme, Lenton proposed pedestrian refuges and cycle lanes etc.: comments of Angela Gilbert (12 Dec) in response to my email to Tessa Evans, Nottingham City Council:
“Angie 
Thanks for your comments which I will bear in mind when I get the plans to look at.
Hugh
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Gilbert Angela" <Angela.Gilbert@nottingham.ac.uk>
To: "Hugh McClintock (Dell)" <Hugh.McClintock@ntlworld.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2007 11:24 AM
Subject: RE: Abbey Bridge Scheme, Lenton proposed pedestrian refuges and cycle lanes etc.

Hi Hugh,
I often cycle into town from the campus and my route is via Lenton Lane and the footpath which goes under the railway bridge, onto the canal towpath and then on the cycle lane on Castle Boulevard. The safety of this route assumes that parked cars are not blocking the cycle lane but
it is better than weaving about between trees and pedestrians. I follow the same route if I cycle in from home (Wollaton) but if a cycle route via Abbey Bridge were in place and safe, I could use that instead. So I AM interested in the new proposals.
Cheers! Angie

-----Original Message-----
From: Hugh McClintock (Dell) [mailto:Hugh.McClintock@ntlworld.com] 
Sent: 11 December 2007 17:10
To: Tessa Evans
Subject: Re: Abbey Bridge Scheme, Lenton proposed pedestrian refuges and
cycle lanes etc.

Tessa
Thanks for this message. No I did not know about this scheme and yes I would please like to see some plans.

Meanwhile I am circulating your message to other people who might wish to comment. By when would you like any comments to be submitted to you please?
Hugh

----- Original Message -----
From: "Tessa Evans" <Tessa.Evans@nottinghamcity.gov.uk>
To: <hugh.mcclintock@ntlworld.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2007 4:39 PM
Subject: Abbey Bridge Scheme, Lenton

> Hi Hugh,
> You may already know that we are implementing a scheme on Abbey Bridge
-
> there are no TRO's involved so there has not been a formal consultation process, however Pedals should be aware of the proposals. Please ignore this email if you have already been made aware of the scheme.
>
> The scheme proposals are as follows:
>
> Provision of an additional pedestrian refuge (near No. 37) midway between the two existing pedestrian refuges, which will be enlarged. This will provide three assisted pedestrian crossing places across Abbey Bridge between the junctions of Hoyland Avenue and Gregory Street.
>
> Additionally, installation of inbound and outbound, with flow, advisory cycle lanes are proposed which together with new centre hatching on Abbey Bridge will reduce the width of the inbound and outbound running lanes and reduce vehicle speeds. The proposed cycle lanes will extend the
existing provision for cyclists from Castle Boulevard.
>
> The works for the scheme are programmed for Jan / Feb 2008. Let me know if you have any comments or would like to see a plan of the proposals.
> Regards, Tessa”

…my comments of 20 Dec:
“Tessa
 I have now had a chance to look at the plans you sent, to refresh my knowledge of the site and to discuss the proposals with a couple of people who cycle this route more regularly than I do and we are broadly happy with them, provided that the cycle lanes are of adequate width (at least 1.2m and 1.5m if at all possible) and that enforcement action is taken to discourage the driver abuse of cycle lanes that is common on several of them including part of Castle Boulevard and others e.g. Woodborough Road and near the junction of Meadows Way and Robin Hood Way, for example.
 
It would also be helpful if there could be continuity of the westbound cycle lane right up to the Gregory Street junction, to help cyclists approaching the Advance Stop Lines, and also continuity between the westbound cycle lane on Castle Boulevard from the Castle Bridge Road junction through to the Abbey Bridge roundabout and the start of the cycle lane on Abbey Bridge. Is there any way please in which space could be found to make these changes?
 
For eastbound cyclists, turning right on to Castle Boulevard at the Abbey Bridge roundabout can be quite intimidating, particularly in peak periods and for less confident cyclists, so we expect that for many the cycle route via Gregory Street and the path to Grove Road and Alderney Street, including the canal path towards Castle Boulevard, will remain their preferred option when cycling this way, and especially if, as we have previously suggested, the canal path is provided with lighting to make users feel safer after dark.
Hugh”

…and response from Tessa Evans (3 Jan) and my reply:
“Tessa
Thanks for this response. Yes, I am well aware of the changes proposed at 
the Gregory Street junction with the NET extension which should do quite a 
bit to improve cycling provision there, especially for cyclists turning 
right towards the Dunkirk flyover.

best wishes for the New Year
Hugh

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Tessa Evans" <Tessa.Evans@nottinghamcity.gov.uk>
To: "Hugh McClintock (Dell)" <Hugh.McClintock@ntlworld.com>
Cc: "Steve Brewer" <steve.brewer@nottinghamcity.gov.uk>
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2008 11:16 AM
Subject: Re: proposed Abbey Bridge scheme Lenton - provision of refuge and 
cycle lanes [Scanned]


> Hi Hugh,
> Thanks for your comments regarding the above scheme. Although not marked 
> on the drawing, I can confirm that the cycle lanes will be 1.5m wide and will
> add a note to that effect.
>
> Unfortunately it is not possible to extend the westbound lane up to the
> junction with Gregory Street as there are proposals for land take at this
> point to accommodate a major new junction for the NET line extension, if 
> we get the go ahead. I'm afraid also that any changes to existing
> infrastructure are not within the scope of this scheme as we run the risk
> of delaying the works - they are programmed for late Jan, early Feb.
> However, any changes can be considered later if deemed beneficial.
> Happy new year,
> Regards, Tessa
> Tessa Evans
> Senior Officer - Traffic Management
> Tel. 0115 915 6593
> tessa.evans@nottinghamcity.gov.uk


further cycling improvements in the Birdcage Walk etc. area – my message of 14 Jan to John Lee, City Council:
“John
Have you had a chance yet please to consider further some of the other ideas for cycling improvements in the Birdcage Walk / Riverside retail park area which I raised with you last year, including:-
 
- extra signing of the new Rennie Hogg Road link from further back including further south on Rennie Hogg Road and from within the 'ng2' area, as well as on links from Rennie Hogg Road into ng2.
 
- opening up a cycle gap into the Riverside retail park at the west end of Crossgate Drive
 
- tidying up the unsightly jagged appearance of the wall alongside the straight stretch of Birdcage Walk since the replacement of the upper part of the wall by railings over the last two years with the continuing development of the business park.

These are also of particular relevance to consider further cycle measures in relation to the Travel Plans being drawn up for the Lenton Lane area by Ben King of Faber Maunsell for the Highways Agency.
Thanks, Hugh

…and response from John Lee (14 Jan):
“Hugh 
	Extra signing of the new Rennie Hogg Road link from further back including further south on Rennie Hogg Road and from within the 'ng2' area, as well as on links from Rennie Hogg Road into ng2. – yes, signing on Tottle Road complete including the island and on T junction at THR 


	opening up a cycle gap into the Riverside retail park at the west end of Crossgate Drive – look that this next financial 


	tidying up the unsightly jagged appearance of the wall alongside the straight stretch of Birdcage Walk since the replacement of the upper part of the wall by railings over the last two years with the continuing development of the business park. Meeting with Charles Smyth the NG2 developer at 9.00 a.m. in the morning – it appears that they own the land right up to the Leen (including the subsoil below the path) so it may now be easier to discuss their liability as owner of the wall and not just an abutting owner as I’d previously thought, will let you know what the outcome is 

Cheers, John”

 …PS from John Lee (15 Jan)
“Hugh 
Met Charles Smyth of Miller Birch Developments this a.m. – they accepted responsibility for the “unacceptable” state of the wall abutting the bird cage walk public path. They stated that the entire length of the wall will be either dressed with concrete or be shuttered with a wooden facia and this will take place within the next 4 weeks. 

I am also planning to cut back the usual vegetation hot spots towards the end of Feb/beginning of March which will hopefully result in just light trimming throughout summer months. 
Cheers, John Lee”


New Meadows Way bus lane - cycle signing? – my message of 12 December to Stewart Thomson, City Council:
“Stewart
Are you aware that, for some reason, there are no cycle logos either on the signs or the surface markings of the newly extended southbound bus lane on Meadows Way, heading towards Trent Bridge? This is in contrast to the signing on the original part of this bus lane, the impression I definitely had when I saw the plans that this should be signed for cyclists as well, and what I thought was anyway now standard practice to make clear that all bus lanes are open to pedal cyclists unless there are very specific reasons why this should not be the case in particular schemes.
 
Is this omission just another oversight (as happened about two years ago in the case of the new bus lanes on South Sherwood Street, I recall!)?
Hugh”

…message of 13 December from Caroline Stylianou:
“Hugh
You are right the three signs in the middle of the bus lane do not have the cycle symbol even though as you pointed out early on in the consultation process they should. To reassure you these will be changed so that I can carry out enforcement asap. 

Sorry about this but we will sort it.
Caroline Stylianou
Service Manager - Traffic Management & Development Control
Tel: (0115) 9156077   I  Fax (0115) 915 6591
Environment & Regeneration
Traffic, Safety & Parking
Lawrence House
Talbot Street
Nottingham
NG1 5NT


need for cycle stands on Upper Parliament Street – my message of 12 Dec. to Steve Brewer, Nottingham City Council:
“Steve
Are there any plans please for installing Sheffield stands towards the west end of Upper Parliament Street, on the north side near the old Coop? I noticed this morning several bikes left locked to tree railings, suggesting unmet demand.
Hugh”

Cycle stands outside Broad Marsh Centre (BHS entrance) – message of 15 Jan from Dave Clark
“Hi Hugh, just a note that the old cycle stands outside British Home Stores have been replaced, there used to be four old ones but only three have been put back in, was this an over sight?
Dave Clark”

..and response from Chris Carter, City Council, (15 Jan) with my comments:
“Chris
Thanks for your prompt response.
 
I appreciate that the situation will be drastically affected by the start of the Broad Marsh redevelopment works but that seem to keep getting put further and further back so the new stands may perhaps last longer than expected in their current location!
 
I have no detailed evidence of usage other than to say that I use them quite a bit when I pop in to the BM Centre via the nearby BHS entrance and usually see a couple of other stands in use. However, I would be wary of leaving a (good) bike there for any length of time as lighting is not that good and I know some people have been deterred by this.
Hugh
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Chris Carter 
To: 'Hugh McClintock (Dell)' 
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2008 10:25 AM
Subject: RE: cycle stands outside Broadmarsh [Scanned]
Hugh
Not sure of exact reason why only three have only been put back in this instance.
 
It is important to be aware that the Broad Marsh expansion works are likely to commence within the next 18 months which involve substantial alteration to the highway layout in this vicinity and will therefore require relocation of cycle parking within a relatively short period.
 
Are you aware of them being fully utilised?
Chris 
 


Hucknall Road/Bestwood Road proposed cycling improvements and meeting on 17 Jan: suggestions from John Clark (8 Jan):
“Hugh, hi, and Happy New Year.   I'm not clear which sections this involve but here are a few quick thoughts as a regular user (given that I'm now in Sherwood Dale).

   North bound:

        Arnold Road to Kersall Drive - always feel very vulnerable on this section. Parked cars leave a narrow lane made worse by traffic reservations and impatient drivers trying to force their way through. If I'm not in a hurry, I always opt for the off-road that runs parallel, but this has a number of obstacles that are fun for the skilled but dreadful for the pootler, namely stiff climbs, weaving through fallen fencing and glass. I don't believe any cyclist would want this route sanitised, Sustrans style, since it's a fun way into the off-road Mecca of Bestwood Park (soon to be given a up-grade in favour of cyclists at the expense of  horse riders, I learned from the Rangers yesterday). How this road section can be re-jigged to be cyclist friendly with such little space to play with is beyond me.

   South bound:

           I've complained to Steve about the red tarmac on the cycle lanes from Bestwood Road to Gala Way before. It's a nightmare, laid in blocks that overlap, creating ridges that reverberate through the body (especially if the rider is tired after a day's work and glued to the saddle struggling to climb). In my youth, I spent six years laying red and black tarmac and cannot understand why they couldn't lay it flat! I never use the cycle lane and always (understandably) get harassed by drivers. The filtered junctions are also a mess, relative to the cycle lanes, and need your experienced eye.

   Other ways bound:

           Until last year there was an alternative safe route through to Hucknall, though mainly for cyclists from the Arnold/Daybrook side of the city. Travelling north, Queen's Bower Road through to Bestwood Park Drive West was only a problem on the return, because of stiff hills, but it was a preferable route... until last year's 'improvements'. Just where the northern leg starts to climb (at Deer Park Drive) they've instated parking spaces and a reservation that pushes the cyclist into traffic at precisely the point we are slowing down and starting to struggle. This enforced vulnerability continues all the way to the Ridge Way roundabout. Residents are still parking on the pavement and the spaces remain empty and useable by cyclists, but swinging in and out to make way for the white vans that live near the crest has led to many uncomfortable brushes, particularly at school run time.

   Thus... my current safest route out to Hucknall is now through Bestwood Park, which is a huge detour.
   Hope that helps, John”


Sneinton Market and Eastside Gateway regeneration plans consultation - Pedals comments?
I  am wondering whether Pedals should make a response to the current consultation (mentioned in the NEP of 12 Jan) for the regeneration plan for Sneinton Market, Lower Parliament Street bus depot sites, Brook Street and Victoria Park, and the area east of the city centre between Carlton Road and Stonebridge Road. 
See: http://www.keysurvey.co.uk/survey/180047/4512/
 
Any comments please?
Hugh


Lenton Lane Travel Plans and cycling – message of 14 Jan from Ben King, Faber Maunsell Consultants
“Hello Hugh.
Faber Maunsell are working on behalf of the Highways Agency to develop an Area Travel Plan covering the Lenton Lane & Queens Drive industrial estates. 
 
The inclusion of cycle measures which can be introduced as part of this ATP will play a large part in encouraging a modal shift of employees who currently access their workplace by car, and we are working closely with the City Council to identify measures to be taken forward by the employers and local authority with this in mind.
 
Around 1,800 employees are initially expected to be covered by the ATP of the 6,000 estimated to be employed in the area. The employers we are currently working with are: Paul Smith, RH Freight, Games Workshop, The Pizza Factory and Trent Vineyard. Nottingham University are also involved in the project.
 
The next meeting of the ATP partners is on 29th January and we will keep you informed of progress as appropriate.
Regards, Ben.
Ben King 
Senior Consultant, Faber Maunsell 
Nottingham office: 
Market Square House 
St James's Street 
Nottingham 
NG1 6FG 
Phone: 0115 945 4968 
Fax: 0115 945 4999 
Email: ben.king@fabermaunsell.com 
www.fabermaunsell.com 

From: Hugh McClintock (Dell) [mailto:Hugh.McClintock@ntlworld.com] 
Sent: 10 January 2008 16:17
To: King, Ben G.
Cc: Matthew Price; Chris Carter; Gary Smerdon-White
Subject: Lenton Lane Travel Plans and cycling
Ben
At Tuesday's meeting of the Greater Nottingham Cycling Development Group, chaired by Gary Smerdon-White of the Greater Nottingham Transport Partnership, there was a passing reference to current work on preparing a Travel Plan for employers on Lenton Lane and your involvement in this work. 
 
I wonder if you could please let me have some information about this work, its scope and progress and the extent to which cycling issues are being addressed.
 
Thanks and best wishes.
Hugh
Chairman, Pedals (Nottingham Cycling Campaign)



Upgrading of riverside path from Beeston Lock towards Attenborough, etc.: message of 8 Jan from Paul Hillier, Notts CC:
“Hugh,
I've received this more-than-comprehensive response from the engineer working on the project:
 
"Footpath improvement works are currently taking place for the above scheme. The contract period for these works ends on the 31st of March 2008. The scheme comprises three separate 'Treatments'.
 
Treatment 1 is between Beeston Marina and the end of BWB's undertaking adjacent Attenborough Nature Reserve. These works involve scraping off the top 40mm of existing unbound surfacing, laying 40mm of bituminous bound binder course and surfacing with 0 - 6mm nominal size gravel bound together with a clear binder. The proposed binder can only be used when the temperature is over 10 degrees Celsius therefore Treatment 1 will be left until the end of the contract period or even be carried out during the defects correction period.
 
Treatment 2 is between Beeston Marina and the City/County boundary. The works involve widening the existing footway from 1.5 to 2 metres. The widening will be undertaken in Sub-base. The whole of the footpath will be surfaced in Breedon Gravel and new edgings will be required. The proposed widening will follow the existing footpath alignment and no changes to the existing ground levels are proposed.
 
Treatment 3 is between the River Trent and Beeston Canal and follows the line of an existing permissive footpath, it is these works which are currently been undertaken. The existing footway surface is compacted earth. The new footpath will be 1.5 metres wide and constructed from sub-base and surfaced with Breedon Gravel. New edgings will be required.  The proposed widening will follow the existing footpath alignment and no changes to the existing ground levels are proposed. "
 
Regards, Paul Hillier
Local Transport Plan Officer (Greater Nottingham)
Nottinghamshire County Council
Tel: 0115 977 4866  Fax: 0115 977 4054


Copy of letter to Rushcliffe Reports: message of 11 Jan from Peter Osborne:
“Hugh - I sent this to my local councillor. No reply yet. I'm not holding my breath...
Peter
----- Forwarded Message ----
From: Peter Osborne <peterandrewosborne@yahoo.co.uk>
To: Richard Butler <Cllr.RLButler@rushcliffe.gov.uk>
Sent: Saturday, 8 December, 2007 12:58:25 PM
Subject: Rushcliffe Reports
Dear Richard Butler,
Rushcliffe Reports that Rushcliffe is the 14th best place to live in the UK. I can tell you as a cyclist and pedestrian that Rushcliffe definitely is NOT the 14th best place to live in the UK. Here are a few (of the numerous) reasons why:

1). Cotgrave: There are no bike stands to park and lock your bike to in the Post Office-Grannies-Sainsbury’s area, Cotgrave Welfare or Cotgrave Futures or any of the churches. A 20 mph speed limit is required along some roads such as Risegate and particularly Owthorpe Road where numerous children catch their school buses. This would protect cyclists and pedestrians.

2). Ruddington: Try walking from the traffic lights at Kirk Lane to the Ruddington Business Park. The pavement along this route in many places is less than 50cm wide. Pathetic!! The pavement also floods in wet weather. This business park was developed without any consideration for non-motorists which is why at every rush hour the A60 becomes a car park.

3). The Nottingham Knight and Wheatcroft roundabouts. You can forget crossing these on foot or by bike, unless you want to get run over. Again no consideration for the non-motorist.

If Rushcliffe aspires to be in the top 10, I suggest that it improves infrastructure for non-motorists and in doing so starts to reap the health and environmental benefits that would arise.

My council tax accounts for more than 25% of my monthly expenditure (I'll repeat that: more than 25%); it would be nice to see something tangible in return.
Regards, Peter Osborne”


Items for County Council’s planned next Highways South Cycle Working Group meeting, 6 Feb (9.30)
Despite Ed Ducker’s departure, and the uncertainty as to when any replacement will be in post, I have told Kevin Sharman and Paul Hillier that I hope that this meeting will take place so would welcome suggestions please on things to raise.*


interest by TASC in promoting safe cycling to and from Tollerton – my message of 14 Jan to Paul Hillier, Notts CC:
“Paul
I was invited along to this morning's meeting of TASC (Tollerton Against Speeding Committee) which, as you probably well now, have for some time been very concerned about speeding and HGV routing issues on Tollerton Lane in particular but who are also very keen to promote cycling and who complain about the current lack of cycling provision in their area, especially in terms of safe routes to and from West Bridgford, with less intimidating conditions than cyclists now often face, not only on Tollerton Lane (to and from the Gamston toucan crossing) but also on the A606 and A52 etc.
 
They asked me along to talk about these problems and also to find out more about how they could lobby for improvements and learn from Pedals experience. I mentioned the existence of your Highways South Cycle Working Groups and the next meeting on 6 February and they decided that it would be very useful, if you agree, for them to send someone (preferably a cyclist) along to that meeting to talk about their concerns and ideas. I said I thought this could be very helpful.
 
It is also clear, as I pointed out at the meeting, that many of their points, e.g. on the lack of provision for cyclists on the Ring Road (A52T) east of Clifton Bridge overlap with those mentioned by several other organisations and meetings in recent months, including BGS Keyworth, Ruddington Fields Business Park, and the chairman of Keyworth Parish Council and that their concerns are likely to grow further with the scale of new development envisaged for the area, including of course the Tollerton Airfield Development. Many of these issues again raise the question of the role of the Highways Agency and, as I have mentioned before both to you and Claire Fleming, it would therefore be very useful to arrange with Jeremy Dixon of AMScott, to hold a special meeting to discuss these and how the points raised at these various meetings could be addressed, in a comprehensive and coordinated fashion.
 
It is likely that Neil Marshall from TASC (937 2670) , or one of his colleagues, will soon be in touch with you about the discussions at this morning's meeting and about the possibility of their sending someone along to the CWG meeting on 6 February.
Hugh”

…response from Paul Hillier (14 Jan):
“Hello Hugh,
Thank you for the update. TASC are more than welcome to attend the next CWG meeting - assuming it's still on: I'll check.
 
I'm well aware of the concerns of cyclists and pedestrians in the Tollerton Lane area and would gladly do something to alleviate them were it not for the huge costs involved. 
 
The relatively minor improvements along the A606 between Tollerton Lane and Main Road are estimated to cost roughly £150,000 so you can appreciate that a shared use facility (with lighting) along Tollerton Lane to the toucan would cost at least half a million Pounds, if not more. That's more than my entire year's cycling budget.
 
As I've said to BGS - I'd need some real evidence of substantial suppressed demand to even be able to consider lobbying for such a scheme.
Paul Hillier”

…and comment from Peter Osborne, (14 Jan):
“Hugh - we really need a good cycle route between Cotgrave and Keyworth. They are only a few miles apart but separated by busy and dangerous country lanes (plus a bit of the A606).
Peter.”
…and my response to Peter:
“Peter
Yes, I am well aware of that point and it was also stressed by the one (apparent) cyclist at this morning's meeting. We will keep on repeating it but progress in getting anywhere is now likely to be even slower with the Cycling Officer vacancy at the County Council and the uncertainty as to when it will be filled.
Hugh”


Comments on draft new South Nottinghamshire Cycle Map (by 31 Jan)
Paul Rea has sent me a draft of the new map he has been working on for the County Council, including inset sheets for Stapleford, Hucknall and Kimberley. I have already drafted some detailed comments on the main map and would welcome comments from other people please when I bring the map along next Monday. 31 January is the deadline for comments, please*


5. Finance

Susan Young to report.


6. Winter 2008 newsletter

Please let me have at the meeting any items for the next issue, going to press on Tuesday 22nd January.


7. Forthcoming Events and meetings

Meeting of 16 Jan with Helen Clayton, The Big Wheel / Greater Nottingham Transport Partnership re cooperation with Pedals in 2008
I will report on this meeting, arranged at Helen’s request, next Monday.


Meeting with East Midlands Trains re cycling issues, Derby, 21 Jan: attendance and issues to raise, and lessons from Northern Trains Cycling Strategy and Cyclists’ Consultation Group.
This meeting has at last been fixed, at EMT’s offices in Derby, at 2 p.m. 

I now have a clearer idea about the people who both are interested in coming to the meeting and able to make that date. 
 
In total we would be 6, one more than their suggested maximum, so I am checking with Emma Knight of EMT that this is all right, rather than have to disappoint anyone who is keen to come. The group come from a variety of backgrounds and thus could help contribute much to the meeting. In addition to myself, they are:-
 
- Alastair Meikle, Chesterfield Cycling Campaign
- Martin Bright, Sustrans Yorkshire Office, Leeds (and a key person in the Northern Train cycling initiatives - see message below and the attachments)
- Andy Salkeld, Cycling Coordinator, Leicester City Council
- Mark Palfreyman, Leicestershire County Council
- Paul Fulwood, Passenger Focus.
 
Martin Bright has been much involved with Northern Rail’s award-winning cycling efforts, including their Cycling Strategy and Cycling Consultative Group, set up in 2005, and has sent me details of this. He has also invited me to attend their CCG’s next meeting, in Huddersfield, on 30 Jan, which I hope to attend.

Simon Geller of Sheffield Pedal Pushers would also be a very useful person to have at the meeting but unfortunately he cannot make this date.
 
I am still consulting widely about the various matters we are interested in raising but, in summary, they include:-
 
- the promotion of cycling in Station Travel Plans
 
- secure and quality short- and long-term bike parking at stations, including publicity, management and maintenance aspects
 
- safe access routes to and from stations from different parts of their catchment areas.
 
- access for bikes on trains, including information and reservation arrangements
 
- cycle hire at or nearby stations
 
- the development of wider cycle-rail packages between operators, cycling groups, local authorities, tourist boards and other possible partner agencies
 
- learning from wider experience, particularly the award winning work by Northern Trains (see attached Cycle Strategy)
 
- ongoing arrangements for consultation with national and local cycling groups, both on general issues affecting cyclists in the franchise area and on station specific issues
 

East Midlands Cyclists’ Forum next meeting, Chesterfield: new date: Sat. 5 April 2008
This is now mentioned on the Pedals website.


Get Cycling Show 2008 – message of 2 December from Peter Osborne and my response:
“Peter
Thanks for this. Yes I too had noticed that advert and was going to make a point of including it in the Events section of the next newsletter going to press in late January.
 
We can discuss at our January meeting whether we want to approach the Company of Cyclists, the main organisers, for a stall. Bear in mind, though, two things (in addition to our general problems these days in getting enough people to help with stalls (and I know that I will be away that week on a cycling holiday in France); firstly, that it is the late Spring bank holiday when getting help may be extra difficult and b) that the same weekend may well also be the date of the 2008 Nottingham Green Festival. Although we have not been able to take part for some years, because of various problems that some of our then helpers had with the organisers, I know that Andrew Martin (in particular) is very keen for us to try to be readmitted.
 
I am copying this reply to Graham Hubbard, Patrick Davis and Nicola Jones, so that they can comment on possible Ridewise and Sustrans interest. We can then take account of their comments as well when we discuss it at the next Pedals business meeting on 21st January.
Hugh
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Peter Osborne 
To: Hugh.McClintock@ntlworld.com ; Hugh.McClintock@ntlworld.com 
Sent: Sunday, December 02, 2007 5:20 PM
Hugh - in this quarter's CTC magazine there is an advert for the Get Cycling Show 2008 being held at the Nottingham Racecourse near the end of May. Could we ask the organisers if Pedals could do a stall there (combined with Ridewise, CTC and Sustrans)? This looks like a very big event.
Peter”

…Comments from Susan Young (5 Dec.):
“It looks like something we should all get involved in jointly. Will help with staffing and resources.
Susan”



8. Miscellaneous items:

Meeting of 16 Jan with Helen Clayton, The Big Wheel / Greater Nottingham Transport Partnership re cooperation with Pedals in 2008-9
I had a very useful meeting with Helen Clayton who, despite their increased staffing and financial constraints, is keen to cooperate with Pedals closely in the year ahead and who also seemed interested in providing some extra support for activities we plan in connection with Pedals 30th anniversary in 2009 (next year!)

Points discussed included:-
	TBW sponsorship of the 2008 Great Notts. Bike Ride


	Plans for another ‘Wheely Big Cyclists’ Breakfast’ in the Old Market Square in June, organised this time with Matt Price of the City Council, and trying to ensure that this year there is both more food, more healthier food, and much shorter queues! They are also considering extending it to make it more of an all-morning event. They would like to involved more local cycle dealers but this can be tricky as some of them, both big and small, are not keen to appear alongside others!


	Further Big Track development including a Big Track Arts Project to develop art on the circuit, to be discussed at a special meeting next week. There has been very great demand for their free booklets, with 60,000 copies distributed of the 2007 revised version.


	Getting information about The Big Track on the new local cycle maps


	A Spring and Summer Cycling and Walking campaign, with a less fragmented series of events than before.


	Coordinating their cycling promotion with other events and activities including Bike Week, the Rural Rides Programme and the new Get Cycling Nottingham Project.


	Helping to make it easier for people to get information on a wide range of cycling aspects and activities, including leaflets and media as well as the internet (and coordinating their website, which now attracts 14,000 hits a week, with the increasing range of information on the Pedals and other (national) cycling websites.


	Helping Pedals to distribute leaflets etc to local cycle shops etc. along with leaflet drops they are doing anyway


	Assisting Pedals with events/activities we were thinking of doing to help mark our 30th birthday celebrations next year, including a local ‘Movers and Shakers’ project and hosting a (spring) national cycle campaigners (CTC/CCN) conference.



Experience Nottinghamshire initiative to develop cycling packages for Nottingham hotels: my message of 6 Dec. to Dale Twigger, Experience Nottinghamshire:
“Dale
Good to talk to you about the very good response you say you have had to the idea of Nottingham hotels developing cycling packages.
 
Attached please find a copy of the most recent Pedals newsletter, to give you a feel for our overall activities, focusing mainly on the Greater Nottingham area. We would be very willing to include a short article (c 300 words, plus an image if possible) on this for inclusion in our next issue, going to press on 21 January. You might also like to look at our website (www.pedals.org.uk) to get further information including pdf copies of other recent newsletters.
 
I would suggest that your cycling packages should include:
 
- information on local cycle hire, e.g. from Bunney's Bikes on Carrington Street, near the Station.
 
- local cycle maps for Nottingham (the 2006 maps, north and south, can be downloaded from the City Council website). Stock of the printed ones are now exhausted, I understand, but Jenny Kukan is responsible for the revised ones due out next year.
 
- copies of The Big Track booklet available from Helen Clayton at The Big Wheel (Greater Nottingham Transport Partnership) and downloadable from their website.
 
- cycle maps for the county. A series of 5 is being prepared for the County Council by Paul Rea of Realistic Solutions. 4 have now been published and pdf versions can be downloaded from the County Council's website. The fifth, covering the south of the county, should be out next year.
 
- copies of the Pedal Pushers' Guide (second edition, 2005), edited by Jo Cleary and Chris Stevens, published by Pedals and available for £9.95 (including postage and packing) from Pedals Publications, 96 Pierrepont Road, West Bridgford, Nottingham NG2 5DW, tel. (0115) 982 2720.
 
- The Rural Rides programme, produced each year by Nottinghamshire County Council, and involving a wide variety of guided rides, short and long, covering the whole county. This is coordinated by Pete Jarman in the Communities Department.
 
We look forward to hearing more about the development of this initiative. Please let me know if you would like any further information. Meanwhile I am copying my message to other interested parties who, I am sure, would also be very willing to encourage you.
Hugh McClintock
Chairman, Pedals (Nottingham Cycling Campaign)

…update from Dale Twigger (15 Jan)
“Hi Hugh,
The only update to the information I gave below is that we’ll be sending an e-blast to our database of enquiries sometime in the middle of February. This will focus on rural breaks and including our cycling offer based on the information that we’ve captured so far. The updates to our group visits site has been postponed a little as we are very busy producing our core guides.
Best wishes,
Dale Twigger
Tourism Executive
Experience Nottinghamshire”


Help from the Sheila McKechnie Foundation – message of 11 Jan from Andrew Martin
“Hello Hugh
I have discovered this organisation from a fellow CCN cycle campaigner. Perhaps Pedals folks could consider the potential for our activities?

The Sheila McKechnie Foundation is dedicated to equipping campaigners with the 
skills they need to change the world. Campaigners are setting the agenda for decision makers in new and diverse ways - passion, creativity and vision are powerful forces for change. The Foundation invests in campaigners through an awards scheme and campaigning workshops to 
help them develop new tactics and plan high impact campaigns. 
www.sheilamckechnie.org.uk/

All the best, and I will see you at the next meeting.
Andrew”
 

Message of 11 Jan from ‘John’ re old bikes:
“Good afternoon Hugh and Happy New year to you.
A while ago on one of the Pedal's rides I met an oldish chap there who told me that he likes to renovate old bikes (he was riding one at the time).  
I've an old Raleigh in my shed that I've been meaning to bring back to life for a while, but I don't think I'll ever get around to it, and so wondered if the chap I met on that ride might be interested?  It's a long shot, but would you know who this person is?
thanks, John 
PS. Karina Wells has responded to this suggesting he contact Brian Wells (a Ridewise trainer) who does up old bikes and who was, very unfortunately, recently pictured in the NEP, following the theft of an adult tricycle he was doing up. Others have mentioned John Wilson, who used to be a regular attender at our meetings until about 3 years ago (he is now nearly 80 by the way!)
Hugh, 16.1.08
 


